1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The coverage location problem (CLP) ([@b0100], [@b0105]) locates facilities where they will constrain the operational costs involved while offering service to all demands. Optimization results from system planning avoid excessive expenses. Objectives vary from case to case. In one case, the best way to reduce costs may be to minimize the number of facilities, while in others, it may be better to reduce maintenance and support costs or distances for distribution, for example.

In most optimization studies, however, a common problem occurs in cities. In these urban centers there are facilities that operate at their limits. When failures occur, the service system does not solve this problem efficiently, because it is unable to reassign the demand to another facility. This context can worsen when it happens in emergency situations ([@b0110]).

Take, for example, the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. There are recent papers in the literature that expose the hospital burden caused by the high demand for emergency services ([@b0005]). Due to this excess demand, there is a need to structure temporary places to serve the population. In this context, the question arises: how to strategically locate temporary facilities in such a way as to serve the places with the greatest number of patients?

In addition to this example, countries that are in internal conflict often experience the loss of infrastructure. Facilities are targets, affecting a whole population that can lose their services and need support to meet their needs. Where can that support come from? In another example, there is also the possibility of a collapse in services when natural disasters occur. News of tornadoes, hurricanes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and electrical storms frequently report the loss of food distribution centers and emergency services when people have the greatest need of them. The lack of adequate preparation of the care system for these contexts can cost the lives of many people ([@b0015]).

[@b0040] and [@b0060] proposed a new problem: the backup coverage location problem (BCLP). In this problem, the coverage zones must have an extra cover, or backup coverage, thus, preventing demand failures. Other models have been proposed based on BCLP. After a review of the literature, we note that these models are restricted to providing incidental support, a single layer of extra coverage to places with greater demands or higher population density. These models do not provide support to all points or do not consider that there are places that need more than one extra layer of coverage.

One way to avoid service overload is to prepare the system for a fixed number of extra coverage zones for all demands. Whenever there is a high possibility of loss of facilities, such as occurs during natural disasters, multiple coverage layers in overlapping zones are required. The main resistance to this alternative is its cost. Ideal coverage can easily generate costs that make it impossible to implement.

The ideal is to locate the facilities so that they offer an exact number of coverage zones for all demands. However, we noted that offering an exact number of coverage zones is impractical in many contexts, as overlaps among coverage zones occur naturally, which causes an excess of coverage at different demand points. Thus, overlap control is required.

In this paper we propose a new mathematical model for the CLP to control overlaps of coverage zones. This new problem is called the Coverage Location Problem with Overlap Control (CLPOC). The main goal is to generate solutions that locate the facilities to meet different objectives. These objectives determine the strategic location of the extra coverage zones.

The main achievements obtained are the model's capacity to:•Generate new solutions that prioritize overlaps in regions with high demands in order to minimize the number of facilities;•Generate new solutions that control overlaps in order to maximize the number of demands that have exactly the minimum number of coverage zones fixed a priori, a strategy that reduces the number of coverage zones, but usually increases the number of facilities per zone;•Take results with the minimum number of coverage zones for each demand point and rerun the model to limit the number of facilities.

We organized this paper as follows. Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} describes related work in the literature. Section [3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} describes the mathematical model proposed to the CLPOC. Section [4](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} describes the computational results and Section [5](#s0050){ref-type="sec"} concludes this paper.

2. Review of the literature {#s0010}
===========================

This section shows the papers related to the Coverage Location Problem with Overlap Control (CLPOC) that serve as the basis for the new model presented in this paper.

[@b0040] works with maximum coverage models for ambulances in both urban and rural contexts. The paper explains that previous models did not work with the problem efficiently because they underestimated the number of vehicles needed when they did not consider service time. Therefore, a real aspect was disregarded. Through a new coverage model, called CALL, which includes calculations of probabilities of using ambulances, they were able to make coverage more efficient, reducing the underestimation found. This model was later known as the first approach to the Backup Coverage Location Problem (BCLP).

However, [@b0060] were the first to introduce the term BCLP, therefore, they are the first to clearly formalize the provision of a second way of meeting demands. They provide a model for preventing service overload in high demand locations. The mathematical formulation proposed for this problem focuses on facilities that have high demand, since those are the most susceptible to infeasibility when a large number of calls occur. In this way, extra coverage is organized in places that may present service overload. The authors exemplify a case to show that the addition of extra coverage does not result in large operating costs.

Based on [@b0060], [@b0045] and [@b0020], both papers present double coverage models for the location of emergency service facilities. In these models only high demand points are covered by two facilities. However, these approaches do not control the number of demand points with more than two coverage zones, which may increase operational costs to cover all demands.

[@b0090] and [@b0075] show specific cases with applications of the backup model such as for ambulances, fire trucks and video security cameras. The optimal location of service locations and monitoring cameras was calculated in order to create backup coverage. Results showed substantial advantages in treating this context as a BCLP. The models improved the performance of the systems as well as optimized the allocated resources.

[@b0050] present a literature review on coverage problems, focusing on real applications. They sought to classify papers not only by the two main categories of CLP and the maximal coverage location problem. They also used features that show other extensions in coverage problems. The authors state that the growth of attention and interest in coverage problems is currently due to its application in real problems. However, the models developed have shown themselves to be far from real situations. In their conclusions, the authors also observed that several studies treated emergency facilities as service facilities, including papers about BCLP. Such papers do not consider the possibility of disasters or emergencies on a large scale, which would require the provisional allocation of facilities from other regions. For example, natural disasters such as hurricanes, floods, and tornadoes, tend to disable emergency facilities and also increase the demand for care.

[@b0055] implement a hybrid artificial bee colony method to the maximum coverage location problem. The authors address the disruption of facilities service due to natural disasters. The goal is to maximize total coverage and maintain service when facility failures occur. Although the model meets the main demands, it is unable to control the extra coverage, leading to unnecessary extra coverage in low demand locations.

[@b0025] study models for locating emergency services. The authors show the importance of a real-time monitoring system to respond as quickly as possible to large-scale emergencies caused by natural disasters.

[@b0030] present a facility location model for minimizing response time in natural disaster cases. The authors also present a review with models used to simulate adverse conditions and risk to human life scenarios. The study shows a gap of approaches for full demand coverage and efficient approaches to prepare existing facilities to cover incidents.

[@b0095] make a recent application of a backup model for drone services. The paper brings good results, but disregards the possibility of simultaneous loss of a set of drones. It is also limited to the region where the research was conducted, having a difficult generic application.

The review of the literature exposed the gaps that need an appropriate approach. Among the gaps are the limitations of the BCLP, which provides for a maximum of only two coverage zones in regions of greatest vulnerability. We find contexts that need a better strategy for locating facilities to offer more service alternatives and distribute demands appropriately. The review of the literature also exposed the need to prevent facility failures. Recent models that appear in the literature are unable to handle crisis situations efficiently, as happens during natural disasters, pandemics, or war.

Another problem exposed is the need to control extra coverage areas. Each new extra coverage area to meet a demand produces the need for new facilities in regions of vulnerability, but also in regions that do not need extra coverage. In a set of facilities, these unnecessary extra coverage zones can cause extra costs, depending on the application context.

3. The coverage location problem with overlap control {#s0015}
=====================================================

This paper proposes a new mathematical model for a coverage location problem in order to generate solutions that control unnecessary extra coverage. We call this variation the Coverage Location Problem with Overlap Control (CLPOC). The aim is to generate three types of solutions with the features presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Features of the different types of solutions found by the CLPOC.ObjectiveSolution 1Solution 2Solution 3Minimize number of facilitiesXXSet fixed number of facilitiesXCover all demand points with *b* coverage zonesXXXPrioritize high demandsXMinimize extra coverage zonesXX

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the advantages of our model. In [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, parts (a) and (b) represent solutions in which all demand points (represented by points) are covered by one facility (represented by "x"). In this representation, demand points can become facilities. The three facilities generate the coverage zones in blue, red and green. Part (a) shows that the overlaps between coverage zones are disorganized, occurring in regions where there are no demand points. Part (b) presents another solution, in which the intersections are concentrated in regions with a greater number of points. Note that the region with the greatest density is covered by the three coverage zones. Therefore, our purpose in this research is to find optimal solutions that strategically organize the coverage zones as in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(b).Fig. 1Example of solutions with overlap control within coverage zones.

3.1. Definition and mathematical model {#s0020}
--------------------------------------

The CLPOC locates facilities to cover all demands with a fixed number of coverage zones, controlling the intensity of overlaps and the excess of coverage zones. The main objective depends on the interest of the user, who can choose two alternatives. In the first, the intensity of overlaps in regions with greater density of points is increased. Thus, the constraint of a fixed number of coverage zones is prioritized and the number of facilities is minimized. In the second, the intersections are minimized so that the largest number of demands is covered with the exact fixed number of coverage zones, which minimizes the excess of overlaps among coverage zones. The way to achieve these objectives will be presented below, as well as the mathematical model proposed in this paper.

The parameter set of the CLPOC model can be defined as:•$i,j$: demand points, where each point also can be a facility;•$d_{i}$: total demand of the points that are in the coverage radius of facility *i*;•$S_{i}$: set of points that have a distance to point *i* less than the coverage radius;•*z*: a binary parameter, in which $z = 0$ represents the decrease in the number of overlaps in order to decrease the number of coverage zones and $z = 1$ represents the increase in the number of overlaps in regions with high demand points and the decrease in the number of facilities;•$a_{\mathit{ij}}$: a binary parameter that assumes the value 1 if point *i* has a distance less than the coverage radius to point *j* and 0 otherwise;•*b*: the minimum number of coverage zones that each point *i* must have;•*k*: the number of facilities.

The decision variables of the CLPOC model can be defined as:•$y_{i}$: a binary variable assuming value 1 if point *i* is a facility and assumes value 0 otherwise;•$u_{i}$: an unrestricted variable to control overlaps that defines the objective function according to the user-defined objective (*z* = 0 to decrease overlaps or *z* = 1 to increase overlaps);

Thus, the CLPOC can be modelled as follows:$$\mathit{Max}\mspace{6mu}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}(d_{i}.y_{i} - \mspace{6mu} u_{i})\mspace{6mu}$$subject to:$$\sum\limits_{\frac{j = 1}{i \neq j}}^{n}\left\lbrack {\left| {\frac{\left| {S_{i} \cap S_{j}} \right|}{\left| {S_{i} \cup S_{j}} \right|} - \mspace{6mu} z} \right|.\left( {y_{i} + y_{j} - 1} \right)} \right\rbrack \leqslant u_{i},\forall i$$ $$\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}a_{\mathit{ij}}.y_{j} \geqslant b,\forall i$$ $$\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}y_{i} = k,\mspace{6mu}\mspace{6mu}({optional}\mspace{6mu}{constraint})\mspace{6mu}$$ $$y_{i} \in \left\{ {0,1} \right\},\mspace{6mu} u_{i} \in \mathbb{R}\mspace{6mu}{and}\mspace{6mu}{unrestricted}\mspace{6mu}{in}\mspace{6mu}{sign}$$

The objective function [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} maximizes the total demand covered by a minimum of *b* coverage zones and penalizes the solution with the overlap control performed by the variables $u_{i}$. Constraints in [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} determine the value of $u_{i}$ and how to carry out this control. Some relevant components exist on which to base the calculation. Expression [6](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides the Jaccard coefficient ([@b0070]).$$\frac{\mid S_{i} \cap S_{j} \mid}{\mid S_{i} \cup S_{j} \mid}$$

Parameter $S_{i}$ shows the set of points that a facility at point *i* can cover. Moreover, we pre-calculated distances between any two demand points. Afterwards, the formula compares these distances to a previously determined radius value. This radius value shows the maximum service range that a facility located at a point *i* can meet. If the distance between a pair of points *i* and *j* is less than this radius, a facility located at one of the two points may cover the service demand of the other point. The fraction of Expression [6](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} quantifies the proportion of overlaps between points *i* and *j*. This quantification is represented by the number of points covered in common by *i* and *j*. The more points in common, the closer to 1 the value of Expression [6](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} is.

Expression [7](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"} adds the binary parameter *z* to Expression [6](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}. When $z = 0$, the value of Expression [7](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"} is directly proportional to the amount of overlaps between *i* and *j*. When it assumes value 1, the value of Expression [7](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"} is inversely proportional. Note that the value of *z* influences the calculation of $u_{i}$ which in turn decreases the objective function. When *z* = 0, the goal is to minimize the number of overlaps, and for *z* = 1 the goal is to maximize the number of overlaps.$$\left| {\frac{\left| {S_{i} \cap S_{j}} \right|}{\left| {S_{i} \cup S_{j}} \right|} - \mspace{6mu} z} \right|$$

In both cases, the aim is to minimize the number of facilities, except when Constraint [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} is used. In addition to the summation in the objective function, there is the burden caused by the sum of Constraints [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}. When *i* becomes a facility, this summation will result in a positive value. So, the higher the amount resulting from the calculation of Expression [8](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"} between different points *j*, the higher the value of $u_{i}$.$$\left| {\frac{\left| {S_{i} \cap S_{j}} \right|}{\left| {S_{i} \cup S_{j}} \right|} - \mspace{6mu} z} \right|.\left( {y_{i} + y_{j} - 1} \right)$$

In cases where *i* and *j* are not facilities, the result of $u_{i}$ is negative. Therefore, in cases where the objective is to maximize overlaps and two points that can result in a large number of overlaps are not chosen as facilities, the objective function will be penalized. In cases where the objective is to minimize overlaps, the opposite occurs and the penalty is calculated if two points that cause few overlaps are not chosen as facilities. Cases where *i* and *j* represent the same points are disregarded in the calculation.

We conclude from this that when *z* = 0, we calculate the constraint of $u_{i}$ to decrease total number of coverage zones (the sum of the coverage zones of all points) and to maximize the demand points that have a minimum number of coverage zones in order to optimize the number of coverage zones.

Constraints in [(3)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} establish the minimum number of coverage zones that each demand point needs. Through this information, the conclusion taken from *z* = 1 is that we try to minimize the number of facilities and, simultaneously, to maximize the number of overlaps. Higher priorities are given to regions with greater density of demand points. As the objective is to satisfy [(3)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} and *z* = 1 maximizes the overlaps, there is a reduction in the number of facilities when compared to *z* = 0, because *z* = 1 contributes to satisfy this constraint, requiring a smaller amount of facilities.

Constraint [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} is used optionally. It fixes the amount of facilities for contexts where there is a determined number of facilities. When we use it, our objective in this paper is to control overlaps to decrease the number of coverage zones, given that the greatest advantage is found in simulations of *z* = 0, when decreasing the number of coverage zones for a fixed number of facilities. In this paper, we present the results of the computational tests carried out with and without this constraint.

Constraints in [(5)](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} show the domain of variables $y_{i}$ and $u_{i}$. Variable $y_{i}$ is binary whereas variable $u_{i}$ can assume any real value, including negative values.

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} exemplifies the application of the CLPOC model. In the example all demand points require two coverage zones ($b = 2$). Part (a) illustrates the result of the application with *z* = 1, in which the increase of overlaps was prioritized and, consequently, the number of facilities was reduced. In Part (a), three facilities are used to cover all demand points and six of the 11 points are covered by exactly two coverage zones. Five points are covered by the three coverage zones. Part (b) presents a solution with *z* = 0, where overlaps are avoided to increase the number of points with exactly *b* coverage zones. In this case, four facilities are used to cover all points and ten points are covered by two coverage zones.Fig. 2Example of an application of the CLPOC model with $z \in \{ 0,1\}$.

4. Computational results {#s0025}
========================

This section presents the computational results of the CLPOC model using the IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6 ([@b0065]) solver. The tests were carried out with max-covering instances by simulating regions of the city of São José dos Campos - Brazil (instances with 324, 402, 500, 708 and 818 points) ([@b0010]) and by simulating regions of the Bronx and Manhattan - USA (instances with 2713 and 3839 points) ([@b0085]). These instances are available at <https://sites.google.com/site/antoniochaves/publications/data>. We performed all computational tests on a computer with an Intel Xeon E5-1620 processor with 3.70Gz and 32 GB of memory, and Linux operational system.

4.1. Definition of scenarios {#s0030}
----------------------------

Instances have demand information for each point. We performed two simulations, one that included different values of demands and another with equal demands. Thus, we solved two types of problems found in the literature: points with different priorities and points with same priorities (demands).

The demands for the instances in the city of the São José dos Campos were defined by [@b0010]. In this case, the demands for the instances with 2713 and 3839 points were randomly generated with integers in the range $\lbrack 1,700\rbrack$ with normal distribution with parameters $\mu$ = 1 and $\sigma^{2}$ = 0. The demand values were normalized according to the maximum values of the variable $u_{i}$ in tests with different demands to achieve a balance between meeting demands and controlling overlaps. For computational tests with equal demand, the value of $d_{i} = 1$ was used.

We also performed simulations varying the *z* value of the CLPOC model:•$\left. z = 0\Rightarrow \right.$ decreasing the number of overlaps•$\left. z = 1\Rightarrow \right.$ increasing the number of overlaps.

The number of coverage zones, *b*, was analyzed also in the computational tests. We tested the CLPOC model with one, two and four extra coverage zones. Thus, it is possible to analyze how the model behaves with a greater number of coverage zones.

In the CLPOC model, we can set the number of facilities (*k*) by the use of Constraint [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Thus, we performed tests applying the number of facilities obtained in the tests with *z* = 1. We set the parameter *k* of the CLPOC model with these values and set *z* = 0 to decrease the number of overlaps. This approach combines the decreases in the number of facilities and coverage zones.

For each combination of instances and number of coverage zones (value of *b*), there is a minimum radius value for which a feasible solution was found. In this study, we calculated this radius value in order to use the smallest possible value to obtain feasible solutions. Therefore, we calculated the smallest radius value that still finds a solution where all demand points are covered by *b* coverage zones.

Furthermore, in this study, we considered that all demand points (set of nodes) may become facilities. If we used a smaller radius value in tests of *b* = 1 than in tests of *b* = 2, some demand points would have to become facilities because they would not have another option to cover their demands. Therefore, we use the same radius values for these tests allowing all demand points to be covered by at least one other point. For tests of $b = 4$ we have larger radius values.

In short, the problem context simulations combine cases of equal and different demands with the variation of the values of *z* and *b*. The CLPOC model is also performed with and without Constraint [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Therefore, we have 126 tested instances with different scenarios.

4.2. Acronyms in the tables and graphs {#s0035}
--------------------------------------

[Tables 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} show the results of the CLPOC model. The analysis of the results of the computational tests is presented by graphs in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} . The acronyms for the computational results presented by the CLPOC model are:•FO: objective function value;•F: the number of facilities given by a solution;•TCP: Average number of coverage zones for each demand point;•PM(%): Percentage of points with minimum coverage;•TCF: Average number of coverage zones covered by each facility;•TC: the sum of the number of coverage zones of each point;•*k*: the number of facilities fixed in the CLPOC model;•T(s): Time (seconds) for CPLEX to find an optimal solution. Fig. 3Graph with results of evolution of the facility reduction percentage.Fig. 4Graph with results of average of coverage zones at each demand point.Fig. 5Graph with results of percentage of points with minimum number of coverage zones.Fig. 6Graph with results of average of demand points covered by each facility.Fig. 7Graph of the percentage of points with the minimum amount of coverage zones, showing the comparison between a fixed number of facilities and tests with *z* = 1.Fig. 8Graph with results of the average of demand points covered by each facility, showing the comparison of a fixed number of facilities with initial tests with *z* = 1.

The instance names consist of three numbers: the first number represents the minimum number of coverage zones required by each demand point, the second number represents the number of demand points and the third number represents the value of the radius. For example, in instance 1_324_214 the value 1 means that we performed the test with the parameter *b* = 1, the instance has 324 demand points and the value of the radius is 214. For the instance name, radius values were rounded to integers. Their real values are shown in the tables (R column).

4.3. Computational results {#s0040}
--------------------------

The computational results of the CLPOC model are presented in [Tables 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. We grouped the results by types of solutions. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} show the results for $z = 1$ with equal and different demands, respectively. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} show the results for $z = 0$ with equal and different demands, respectively. [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} show the results for a fixed number of facilities by using Constraint [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} with equal and different demands, respectively.Table 2Results of the computational tests for z = 1 and equal demands.InstancesResultsNamesRFOFTCPPM(%)TCFTCT(s)1_324_224224.8380242.67351.3372.84%12.294300.111_402_216216.30121925.96491.3171.64%10.785280.081_500_239239.07189334.77581.2179.40%10.406030.191_708_348348.07433411.70411.2476.27%21.468800.431_818_348348.07577784.86491.3368.58%22.2710915.321_2713_312312.765568438.3651.3862.15%748.0037405.121_3839_157157.8413955859.13291.3864.24%182.075280225.572_324_224224.8357487.58712.4960.80%11.388080.082_402_216216.3081270.50982.5258.96%10.3510140.452_500_239239.07131205.561172.3867.60%10.1911921.072_708_348348.07376538.49822.3965.68%20.6116901.982_818_348348.07502294.82962.5063.81%21.2620418.232_2713_312312.765546311.94102.5861.26%701.3070134.152_3839_157157.8413747466.64572.5854.83%174.0799221649.354_324_280280.2239218.11994.8949.38%16.0115853.014_402_277277.0363897.461194.6158.21%15.5818540.914_500_304304.3196897.221514.5958.40%15.2122974.074_708_486486.58356263.76924.7551.69%36.53336110.744_818_436436.43440433.751324.8947.80%30.3340033.954_2713_330330.585368459.00206.1745.26%836.45167293.634_3839_229229.7612938398.90485.5236.23%441.58211966.03Table 3Results of the computational tests for z = 1 and different demandsInstancesResultsNamesRFOFTCPPM(%)TCFTCT(s)1_324_224224.8381284.18351.2477.78%11.494020.101_402_216216.30121925.96491.2378.61%10.084940.121_500_239239.07191542.85581.2080.20%10.335990.191_708_348348.07435175.24411.1981.07%20.638460.761_818_348348.07580878.66491.2872.62%21.3310453.091_2713_312312.765579124.0051.3862.15%748.0037405.031_3839_157157.8414063489.08291.3864.24%182.075280200.092_324_224224.8359421.81712.3671.91%10.777650.112_402_216216.3084719.83982.3966.92%9.819610.072_500_239239.07135949.101172.3073.40%9.8411510.302_708_348348.07376538.49822.3965.68%20.6116900.942_818_348348.07506621.32962.3669.32%20.1119313.062_2713_312312.765568058.29102.5861.26%701.3070134.192_3839_157157.8413959252.55572.5756.03%173.399883862.984_324_280280.2241699.75994.6255.86%15.1214970.634_402_277277.0365150.721214.5060.45%14.9718111.014_500_304304.31102751.051524.5160.80%14.8422564.434_708_486486.58361259.48924.6652.26%35.8532984.084_818_436436.43447199.001324.7450.73%29.3538741.644_2713_330330.585409719.31206.1745.26%836.45167293.614_3839_229229.7613107487.72485.5236.23%441.58211966.20Table 4Results of the computational tests for z = 0 and equal demandsInstancesResultsNamesRFOFTCPPM(%)TCFTCT(s)1_324_224224.832198.67361.1090.12%9.923570.141_402_216216.302468.00521.0990.80%8.464400.551_500_239239.072827.96601.1189.20%9.235541.091_708_348348.079980.57421.1287.85%18.9579611.541_818_348348.0711477.91491.1189.00%18.5590929.081_2713_312312.761765976.3751.0891.63%588.0029404.241_3839_157157.84560569.95311.1486.48%140.614359620.202_324_224224.831731.15722.1982.41%9.867100.652_402_216216.301876.34982.2181.59%9.058871.112_500_239239.072128.011202.1882.60%9.1010924.042_708_348348.078931.01832.1982.06%18.66154980.012_818_348348.0710235.98992.2080.93%18.15179714172.422_2713_312312.761760851.15102.3271.51%629.8062983.842_3839_157157.84554290.22602.3071.63%147.3788421276.084_324_280280.221967.361004.4067.90%14.2414240.464_402_277277.032340.301224.2771.64%14.0717176.234_500_304304.312529.171544.3472.20%14.08216811.064_708_486486.5815223.19944.3470.20%32.713075405.424_818_436436.4313510.021344.3671.52%26.603564105.294_2713_330330.581888032.25205.0349.80%682.85136574.914_3839_229229.761436265.26514.5854.83%344.7517582387.05Table 5Results of the computational tests for z = 0 and different demandsInstancesResultsNamesRFOFTCPPM(%)TCFTCT(s)1_324_224224.832180.26371.0991.36%9.513520.191_402_216216.302441.87521.1189.05%8.604470.781_500_239239.072795.76591.1387.40%9.545631.571_708_348348.079978.74431.1486.44%18.748062.741_818_348348.0711477.91501.1288.14%18.3291620.181_2713_312312.761768262.8751.0891.63%588.0029404.141_3839_157157.84563671.83301.1387.08%144.504335648.032_324_224224.831692.85722.1982.10%9.887110.542_402_216216.301822.65982.2181.34%9.068880.922_500_239239.072067.681192.2181.20%9.2911061.052_708_348348.078931.01832.1977.54%18.66154945.572_818_348348.0710235.98992.2080.32%18.1517971552.762_2713_312312.761765697.77102.3271.51%629.8062983.862_3839_157157.84560446.61612.3171.97%145.268861896.084_324_280280.221930.12994.4165.43%14.4314290.434_402_277277.032248.091244.4068.16%14.2517673.294_500_304304.312529.171544.3469.80%14.08216820.364_708_486486.5815127.05944.4166.67%33.193120103.524_818_436436.4313545.291344.3668.46%26.643570290.734_2713_330330.581898750.96205.0256.76%680.75136155.134_3839_229229.761448772.63514.5654.91%343.2517506324.05Table 6Results of the computational tests for fixed number of facilities and equal demands.InstancesResultsNamesR*k*FOTCPPM(%)TCFTCT(s)1_324_224224.83352196.331.1290.03%10.373630.191_402_216216.30492460.011.1590.50%9.434620.621_500_239239.07582818.821.1488.91%9.835700.541_708_348348.07419963.301.1487.70%19.718081.521_818_348348.074911477.911.1189.00%18.5590910.431_2713_312312.7651765976.371.0891.63%588.0029402.221_3839_157157.8429559600.2351.1586.33%152.58442581.932_324_224224.83711727.052.2282.21%10.117180.192_402_216216.30981876.342.2181.59%9.058870.692_500_239239.071172123.562.2182.43%9.4311030.332_708_348348.07828931.012.1982.06%18.8915498.762_818_348348.079610235.982.2080.93%18.72179720.982_2713_312312.76101760851.152.3271.51%629.8062982.122_3839_157157.8457553130.602.1271.48%142.588127287.544_324_280280.22991965.824.4267.85%14.4714330.384_402_277277.031191876.344.6157.44%15.5818540.874_500_304304.311512123.564.3960.62%14.5221934.574_708_486486.589215127.054.4169.75%33.91312015.444_818_436436.4313213504.184.3971.48%27.22359311.924_2713_330330.58201888032.255.0349.80%682.85136572.764_3839_229229.76481435644.484.6254.81%369.271772520.67Table 7Results of the computational tests for fixed number of facilities and different demands.InstancesResultsNamesR*k*FOTCPPM(%)TCFTCT(s)1_324_224224.83352177.961.1391.26%10.463660.091_402_216216.30492432.751.1588.72%9.474640.391_500_239239.07582787.631.1487.15%9.845710.561_708_348348.07419963.301.1486.31%19.718081.211_818_348348.074911477.911.1288.14%18.6791513.321_2713_312312.7651768262.871.0891.63%588.0029401.971_3839_157157.8429559600.2351.1584.96%152.58442575.602_324_224224.83711689.342.2281.93%10.117180.242_402_216216.30981822.652.2181.34%9.068880.542_500_239239.071172056.112.2480.75%9.5811211.042_708_348348.07828894.542.2177.23%19.0715643.852_818_348348.079610169.782.2379.80%18.99182321.082_2713_312312.76101765697.772.3271.51%629.8062982.132_3839_157157.8457535562.072.1570.03%144.918260144.174_324_280280.22991930.124.4165.43%14.4314290.314_402_277277.031192207.094.4766.92%15.1017970.324_500_304304.311512464.864.3968.03%14.5421956.094_708_486486.589215254.484.3867.23%33.71310110.964_818_436436.4313213502.654.3968.24%27.2335949.274_2713_330330.58201898750.965.0256.76%680.75136152.274_3839_229229.76481447737.764.5952.82%367.021761716.15

All computational tests performed by CPLEX with default parameters to solve the proposed CLPOC model found the optimal solutions for the tested instances in a reasonable computational time.

The results of computational time demonstrated a greater difficulty in finding results for the cases where *z* = 0. The reason for this occurrence was that the objective function was encumbered as coverage zones increased and Constraint [(3)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} required a minimum amount of coverage zones. The conflict between these goals made the problem more difficult than in cases of *z* = 1. For this case, the objective function benefited from the addition of overlaps, because it was compatible with the purpose of the constraint.

Computational times for most instances with equal demands were greater than those with different demands. The objective of inserting various demands was to combine the objective of controlling the overlaps and meeting the high demands. So, the objective function also benefited from the high demands and not just the overlaps. The problem of meeting the high demands was easier than the problem of controlling the overlaps. When it combined them, cases that ignored the number of overlaps arose due to the benefit given by the demand, making the problem easier.

Computational times were shorter in tests with a fixed number of facilities. In the case of these tests, there was no need to calculate the number of facilities, only to control overlaps, which may have contributed to the decrease in computational time.

Note that tests with instances with 3839 points generally had the longest computational times. Therefore, this set of instances presented the contexts that CPLEX had the greatest difficulty in returning the optimal solution. The problem dimension combined with the size of the radius and specific characteristics such as differences in distances between points, may have influenced these results.

Note that the results for *b* = 2 present computational times longer than the results for *b* = 4 in instances of 3839 points, demonstrating a greater difficulty in finding the optimal solution in problems with two coverage zones than in problems with four coverage zones.

4.4. Analyses of solutions of the CLPOC {#s0045}
---------------------------------------

The graph in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolution of the facility reduction percentage in each instance. The percentage value means by how much the number of the facilities was reduced for tests in cases with *z* = 1 in comparison to tests with *z* = 0.

In terms of the number of facilities, the results for equal demands and *z* = 1 were better, meeting our expectations. The second set of results with better performance is the one for different demands and *z* = 1, satisfying expectation since the objective was to balance the decrease of facilities with the percentage of demands met. Since the demands for service may require a considerably greater number of coverage zones for specific points, the solutions position the set of coverage zones in order to meet this goal.

We observed that the highest percentages of facility reduction occurred when the constraint on the number of coverage zones was *b* = 1. The problem with *b* = 1 is that it created a larger universe of solutions than the context of *b* = 2 and *b* = 4. Increasing the minimum number of coverage zones also increases the difficulty of preventing unnecessary overlaps, such that solutions of *z* = 0 and *z* = 1 drew closer. Similarly, increasing the value of *b* decreased the range of solutions and made the problem more restrictive.

We also saw a growth of this percentage in the instances with 3839 points. The reason for this occurrence was that when the coverage zones were spaced at *z* = 0, there was a tendency to create facilities to fill the constraint of parameter *b*. The more facilities need to be produced the farther the points are. Thus, it was concluded that instances with 3839 points have a greater dispersion of their points than the other instances, making the difference in the number of facilities of *z* = 0 and *z* = 1 larger.

The graph in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the average of coverage zones at each demand point. The results show that the tests with *z* = 1 produced a greater average of coverage zones at each of the demand points. These results show that these solutions prioritize offering a greater excess of coverage zones in regions with a greater density of demand points. Therefore, the prioritization of these regions shows a strategic organization of coverage zones so that these regions have a better distribution of their demands.

Note that there is an increase in the average coverage zones according to the increase in the value of the *b* parameter, which is expected. However, there is also an average balance even when the number of points varies. Therefore, there is a tendency to maintain the same average of coverage zones, even when the point values vary.

There are some differences between the values of equal and different demands. These values are expected, since there is a shift from coverage zones to points with higher demand values.

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the percentage of points with minimum coverage. We obtained this value by observing how many points were covered with the minimum amount of coverage required.

The results of [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} show an expected behavior, where the results for equal demands and *z* = 0 proved better than the others in terms of number of coverage zones. The control of overlaps at *z* = 0 decreased them at each point, to obtain a lower total number of coverage zones. In contrast the use of different demands led to the displacement of the coverage to places of higher demand, resulting in an increase in the total number of coverage zones to meet the greater demands. There was a control of overlaps in the results of *z* = 0, since values in terms of the best solutions found were above 60%.

As we increased the minimum number of coverage zones required, the percentage decreased, which demonstrates a greater difficulty in controlling overlaps. However, the proportion of overlaps remained stable, without significant variations when there was an increase in the number of points. We conclude that the problem of controlling the overlaps becomes more difficult with the required coverage increase and that the number of points does not interfere with the percentage.

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows results of the average of demand points covered by each facility. This graph shows a lower average of points covered by the facilities in tests with *z* = 0. This result indicates a lesser amount of work spent by the facilities, since each of them has a smaller number of demands to meet. Therefore, depending on the application, this result may indicate a lesser amount of necessary resources per facility.

The results also show an increase in the average according to the increase in the parameter *z*, which is expected. However, there is an increase in the average according to the number of points. The results demonstrate that the number of facilities is not dependent on the number of points of the problem, since instances with 2713 points needed a lower number of facilities than instances with 818 points, for example. Therefore, the number of facilities is dependent on other characteristics of the problem. We can observe that the average increases as the number of facilities is lower and the number of coverage zones is greater.

[Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for the percentage of points with minimum coverage. In this graph, we compare the values obtained in tests with the $z = 1$ and then by a fixed number of facilities.

This new set of tests demonstrated that there was a relevant drop in the number of coverage zones when we fixed the number of facilities, bringing a significant gain. In the previous case, there was an objective of decreasing the number of coverage zones or the number of facilities. In the new situation, we dedicated the formulation to optimizing only the overlaps with the number of facilities already decreased. This new set of results obtained the benefit of combining the two objectives.

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} shows results of the average of demand points covered by each facility, comparing results for initial tests with *z* = 1 and with a fixed number of facilities.

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} also shows gains, since there is a drop in the average of points covered by each facility. Therefore, in addition to a decrease in the number of facilities, these solutions also control overlaps in order to decrease the amount of work that may be required from the facilities. We observed that, for this scenario, we achieved a decrease in facilities before the reduction in the number of coverage zones, balancing the two goals.

5. Conclusion {#s0050}
=============

This paper presented a new mathematical model for the Coverage Location Problem with Overlap Control (CLPOC), by adding and controlling overlaps among coverage zones to optimize the number of facilities and, simultaneously, concentrate the extra coverage zones caused by the overlaps in regions with high density of demand points. The new mathematical model also controls overlaps between coverage zones to optimize the number of coverage zones for each demand to decrease the work done by each facility. We performed another type of test, when we fixed the number of facilities given by the previous results and performed tests to optimize the number of coverage zones to combine the advantages presented by the two previous tests.

Results were given for one coverage zone (total point coverage), as well as two and four coverage zones. Results were also given for instances with the same and different demands. This paper also used the smallest radius of service that still made it possible to find a feasible solution to the problem.

We selected sets of instances with different sizes for the computational tests. The CPLEX solver was able to solve the CLPOC model for instances with up to 3839 points.

The results of the application of the CLPOC model proved to be satisfactory, returning the optimal solution for all tests. In general, computational times were low for most tests. However, tests with minimization of the number of coverage zones and equal demands presented the longest times.

The CLPOC model demonstrated efficiency by increasing overlaps, optimizing the number of facilities and, simultaneously, concentrating the extra coverage zones caused by the overlaps in regions with high density of demand points.

The CLPOC model also demonstrated efficiency by decreasing overlaps, optimizing the number of coverage zones and the percentage of points with minimum coverage.

The results for a fixed number of facilities were also efficient, which leads us to recommend the use of this alternative: optimizing the number of facilities first and then using this number to solve this problem again to optimize the number of coverage zones. This approach combines the two advantages presented by the previous tests.

Future studies will attempt to integrate the constraint of overlaps in formulations of the Probabilistic Maximal Covering Location-allocation Problem ([@b0080]). This problem has constraints to maintain service quality in facilities by, for example, controlling maximum service time. We plan to apply the Adaptive Biased Random-key Genetic Algorithm (A-BRKGA) metaheuristic ([@b0035]) for contexts where the commercial solver cannot find results.
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